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Outline
— Background: Data silos everywhere
— Hypothesis: a structural market failure?
— Reason: Rival vs. anti-rival goods?
— SOFIE approach to partially alleviate the failure
— Framework of open source components
— Inter-ledger transaction layer

Motivation
— IoT data disappear to silos
— Structural lack of incentives
to share data
— This is societally undesirable
— Sharing data increases
innovation and efficiency
— How to increase sharing?
— Innovate with incentives
— Innovate with governance

Structural market failure?
Data markets appear to face a structural market failure
Why? Because of anti-rivalness of data
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Anti-rivalness
— Data is anti-rival
— If I give you my hammer and
nails, I can no longer use them
— If I give you my program and
data set, I can still use them
— If my data set can be
combined with your dataset,
you receive more than I give
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Source: https://www.gameskinny.com/oirze/economics-of-video-games-the-knowns-and-unknowns

Data gains value
with more data
— Data gains value in context
— Other data contribute to defining such a context
— A single datum is almost worthless
— The more data about the same thing,
the more valuable they jointly become
➡ Who has most data has most value
➡ No incentive to share data with others

Market failure
— Current situation:
— Holder of the largest number of data
extracts the highest value from the data
— Wanted situation:
— Massive sharing of data
→ increased innovation & efficiency

Remedies?
— Anti-rival compensation methods
— Money is rival: implies atomic exchange
— Something gaining value the more used
— Non-ownership governance models
— Ownership is rival: implies exclusive control
— Something incentivising sharing

SOFIE Approach
https://sofie-iot.eu

SOFIE Approach
— Enable building new forms of data governance
— E.g. communally governed repositories of data
— Open to members; limited access for others
— Inside: increase incentives for sharing
— Outside: Wall off from competition
— Goal: An open source framework of components
https://sofie-iot.eu

This leaves for us to select the components and write program code to glue them together: A (relative simple)
adapter needs to be created for each IoT platform to be federated. Within SOFIE, we will create the adapters
needed for the selected pilots and publish the source code under an open source license. This will allow the
community to add new platforms to the federation by creating new adapters.
1.3.2

SOFIE Framework

SOFIE Federation Architecture

SOFIE enables combining several IoT platforms and ledgers into a federated IoT platform supporting the reuse of
existing IoT infrastructure and data by various applications and businesses. Figure 3 illustrates the overall
architectural approach.
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Figure 3. SOFIE Secure and Open Federation Architecture
The completely decentralised7 core of the architecture is formed by the inter-ledger transaction layer, which allows
transactions to be recorded into multiple blockchains or other ledgers in a logically atomic manner. We will build

Inter-ledger
— Combine the strengths of
different DLTs
— E.g. speed, security, scalability,
smarts, …

●

In the federation framework, we are building on the results of other projects, such as FIWARE, H.A.T.,
MyData, and standards, such as W3C WoT, NGSI 9/10, and oneM2M.

●

We are using existing and emerging blockchain technologies, such as GuardTime KSI, Bitcoin, Ethereum, and
Hyperledger Fabric.

●

Some inter-ledger protocol work (mostly for payments) is already well underway and we will take advantage
of its results and extend it to the IoT world.

This leaves for us to select the components and write program code to glue them together: A (relative simple)
adapter needs to be created for each IoT platform to be federated. Within SOFIE, we will create the adapters
needed for the selected pilots and publish the source code under an open source license. This will allow the
community to add new platforms to the federation by creating new adapters.
1.3.2

SOFIE Federation Architecture

SOFIE enables combining several IoT platforms and ledgers into a federated IoT platform supporting the reuse of
existing IoT infrastructure and data by various applications and businesses. Figure 3 illustrates the overall
architectural approach.
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— Inter-ledger patterns
— Persistent event record
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Figure 3. SOFIE Secure and Open Federation Architecture

— Time-limited authorisation
— Decentralised marketplace

The completely decentralised7 core of the architecture is formed by the inter-ledger transaction layer, which allows
transactions to be recorded into multiple blockchains or other ledgers in a logically atomic manner. We will build
upon existing leading edge work, including the W3C-associated Inter-ledger Protocol (ILP)8, applying the results to
the IoT domain, and developing them further. The logically atomic transactions will be implemented as multi-stage
smart contracts whose resolution depends on the transactions being correctly recorded in all the participating
ledgers, but without requiring that all the ledgers support smart contracts.
The inter-ledger transaction layer will be used for three main purposes:
Describe the data (“things”) in the existing IoT platforms enabling financially tied IoT actuation between
organisations and storing security-related data (see §1.3.3). For data description, our tentative plan is to use
and augment W3C WoT Thing Descriptions9 or e.g. RFC6690. Whether the thing descriptions themselves or
just their hashes and (short) URLs are recorded into the ledger(s) remains a research question, where e.g. the
handling of “thing events” needs to be considered.

https://sofie-iot.eu

Enable secure and traceable IoT actuation. The idea is to negotiate and use smart (micro-) contracts that may
span multiple ledgers to record intention or desire to actuate, to trigger actuation, to permanently record both
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